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ABSTRACT

In low earth orbit [LEO] satellite applications spacecraft power is provided by photovoltaic cells

and batteries. To overcome battery shortcomings the University of Maryland, working in cooperation

with NASA/GSFC and NASA/LeRC, has developed a magnetically suspended flywheel for energy storage

applications. The system is shown in Figure 1 and is referred to as an Open Core Composite Flywheel

[OCCF] energy storage system.

Successful application of flywheel energy storage requires integration of several technologies, viz.

bearings, rotor design, motor/generator, power conditioning, and system control.

In this paper we present a parameter design method which has been developed for analyzing the

linear SISO model of the magnetic bearing controller for the OCCF shown in Figure 2. The objective of

this continued research is to principally analyze the magnetic beating system for nonlinear effects in order

to increase the region of stability, as determined by high speed and large air gap control. This is achieved

by four tasks: (1) physical modeling, design, prototyping, and testing of an improved magnetically

suspended flywheel energy storage system, (2) identification of problems that limit performance and their

corresponding solutions, (3) development of a design methodology for magnetic bearings, and (4) design of

an optimal controller for future high speed applications.

Both nonlinear SISO and MIMO models of the magnetic system were built to study limit cycle

oscillations and power amplifier saturation phenomenon observed in experiments. The nonlinear models
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include the inductance of EM coils, the power amplifier saturation, and the physical limitation of the

flywheel movement as discussed earlier. The control program EASY5 is used to study the nonlinear SISO
and MIMO models.

Our results have shown that the characteristics and frequency responses of the magnetic beating

system obtained from modeling are comparable to those obtained experimentally. Although magnetic
saturation is shown in the beatings, there are good correlations between the theoretical model and

experimental data. Both simulation and experiment confirm large variations of the magnetic beating

characteristics due to air gap growth. Therefore, the gap growth effect should be considered in the

magnetic bearing system design.

Additionally, the magnetic beating control system will be compared to other design methods using

not only parameter design but H" optimal control and g synthesis.

INTRODUCTION

Although the control system and the magnetic beating are an integral system, it is possible to

independently evaluate and optimize the performance of the control system for a given plant.

The design of the flywheel energy storage (FES) plant is based on a pancake-shaped PM/EM

magnetic beating and a spokeless composite flywheel proposed earlier [1,2]. Based upon this design, four

different prototypes of the FES system have been built and tested in the Magnetic Bearing Laboratory.

The first prototype was built using a 3-inch magnetic bearing, a DC brushless motor, an aluminum

flywheel and the prototype tested at a maximum speed of 9,333 RPM to demonstrate system feasibility.

Next a 3-inch magnetic beating stack using two magnetic beatings without a motor and an aluminum

flywheel was spun by an air jet up to 7,000 RPM. Finally, a prototype consisting of two 4-inch magnetic

beatings, a commercial off-the-shelf PM DC brushless motor, and an aluminum flywheel was built. The

4-inch magnetically suspended flywheel energy storage system was tested with a very limited

performance. Anand, et al. [3] developed a new FES system using two newly improved magnetic

beatings, a high efficiency PM DC motor/generator, and an aluminum flywheel. The system achieved a

maximum speed of 6,800 RPM in air. With improvements to the magnetic beatings, the motor/generator,

the power/control electronics, the vacuum chamber, and the composite flywheel, Wells, Pang, and Kirk [4]

tested the final FES system shown in Fig. 1 at a maximum speed of 20,000 RPM with a total stored

energy of 15.9 WH and an angular momentum of 54.8 N-m-s (40.4 lb-ft-s).

This research is specifically concerned with control system performance for the beating shown in

Fig. 1 and discussed in reference [5]. It must be noted that the results obtained in this study apply over a

broad range of magnetic beating parameters and can therefore be thought of as general conclusions. The

magnetic beatings and Flywheel Energy Storage System shown in Fig. 1 has been extensively studied from

a design viewpoint and reported in [5]. The control of this bearing was achieved by the proportional and

derivative (I'D) control system whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. This SISO model is duplicated to

provide four independent and identical PD control systems used to control four degrees of freedom in the

FES system of Fig. 1

There have been many advancements in the control system design and dynamic analysis for the FES

system. For the original linear single-input-single-output _.SISO) control system ibr tile magnetic b_aring,
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Jayaraman [6] derived dynamic equations and analyzed dynamic responses of a linear multi-input-multi-

output (MIMO) model. Zmood, et al., [7] developed a nonlinear SISO model of magnetic bearing to study

limit cycle oscillations. Anand, et al., [3] used a parameter optimization method and the JEYCAD

program [8] to create a control system with desired gain and phase margins. Fittro [9] developed a hybrid

multi-layered neural network controller for a nonlinear SISO magnetic bearing models. Wells, Pang, and

Kirk [4] built an adjustable stiffness and damping controller for the final FES system.

The design of the control system is constrained by the characteristics of the magnetic bearing such

as load capability and linear range. Figure 3 shows typical experimental testing results of the magnetic

bearing. Curves A and C are plotted as force and control current responses versus displacement at a fixed

gain of the control system. Curves B and D are plotted at a higher gain. It shows that the net restoring

force reaches its peak when the power amplifier becomes saturated and cannot supply more current. The

distance between the center and the peak is called the linear range where the bearing should be operated.

The slopes of curves A and B are the radial stiffness of the bearing. Notice that the linear range is

dependent on the gain of the control system, the maximum control current of the power amplifier, and the

magnetic saturation of the material. The bearings should be designed to have a maximum linear range with

a proper load carrying capability.

Two design methods, the component design and the parameter design, have been developed for

analyzing the linear SISO model of Fig. 2. The parameter design adjusts the critical parameter values to

satisfy the gain margin and phase margin specifications for a robust control system. The parameters can be

derived by the selection of the resistance and/or capacitance in the electrical circuit. The JEYCAD

sot_ware program [8] was specifically written to provide a component design tool for this application. It

allows the user to input the component data of the control system, and it will compute the appropriate

transfer functions and the bearing characteristics. The JEYCAD program includes the Classic Control

(CC) software program, which allows the designer to plot the frequency and time response of the control

system and compare it to the performance specifications.

Both nonlinear SISO and MIMO models of the magnetic system are built to study limit cycle

oscillations and power amplifier saturation phenomenon observed in experiments. The nonlinear models

include the inductance of EM coils, the power amplifier saturation, and the physical limitation of the

flywheel movement as discussed earlier. The control program EASY5 is used to study the nonlinear SISO
and MIMO models.

Simulation and experimentation have identified that the inductance of the EM coils and the voltage

limitation of the power amplifier are the causes for magnetic suspension failure. After these problems were

corrected, the FES system achieved a maximum speed of 20,000 RPM and was stopped by current

limitation of the motor controller. At 20,000 RPM, there is no gap growth effect and the gyroscopic

motion does not yet cause any instability. At this speed, the existing control system design based on the

linear SISO model has been proved to be robust and reliable.

MODELING AND VALIDATION

Physical modeling is critical to the success of the design and control for a magnetically suspended

flywheel energy storage system. At low speeds, the system can be simplified and decoupled as a linear

single-input-single-output (SISO) model. However, the linear model cannot explain some observed
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phenomenasuchasthepoweramplifier saturation,thethirdharmonicnoise,andthelimit cycle
oscillation. At high speeds,rotationalstresscausesflywheeldeformationandair gapgrowth,which
changesbearingcharacteristics.In addition,thegyroscopiceffectof theflywheel couplesthetwo radial
axesmotionssothe systembecomesanonlinearmulti-input-multiple-output(MIMO) problem. Detailed
modelingis discussedin [5]. These models are refinements of earlier work and, in general, include non-

linear effects and disturbances.

Experimental tests have been conducted on the magnetic bearings and the FES system to validate

the modeling of (1) the magnetic bearing characteristics, (2) the gap growth effects, and (3) the frequency

responses of the magnetic bearing system.

The experimental results of the bearing characteristics are used to validate the mathematical model

of the magnetic bearing used here [5]. The theoretical values of passive radial stiffness and axial stiffness

are computed with the empirical data from flux density measurements. The active stiffness, maximum

radial force, linear range and stable range are affected by maximum control current and the current

displacement ratio of the feedback control.

There are reasonably good correlations between the theoretical and experimental data for stiffness

and the linear range. The maximum radial force has a large modeling error due to magnetic saturation. It is

apparent that the increase of the radial force slows as the displacement increases from the center. Another

indication is that the slope of the corrective force decreases as the current increases. However, the

maximum radial force is not critical since the magnetic bearing mostly operates within the range of+ 0.038

mm (0.0015 in) where the modeling error for the radial force is small.

Because the rotational stress causes an outward deformation of the flywheel and increases the air

gap at high rotating speeds, the characteristics of magnetic bearing will change as a function of the speed.

It has been estimated that the air gap is increased between 0.10 and 0.41 mm (0.004 and 0.016 in) when a

composite flywheel rotates between 40,000 and 80,000 RPM. The increase is more than 40% of the

nominal air gap of 1.02 mm (0.04 in) at zero speed. The large variation of the air gap will change beating

characteristics and affect the FES system performance. This phenomenon, called gap growth effect,

cannot be ignored and must be considered in the magnetic bearing system design.

The mathematical equations for the gap growth effects suggest that the air gap growth has great

impact on the change of bearing characteristics at high rotational speeds. In order to simulate the gap

growth effect on the magnetic bearing system, all the radial dimensions of the return rings are enlarged by

the same magnitude as the gap growth. Simulation shows that as the air gaps increase by 10% and 21% of

the original value, the passive stiffness decreases to 22% and 37%, and the force current stiffness to 14"/o

and 28% of their original values. Because the change of the bearing characteristics is much larger than the

change of the air gap, the gap growth effect cannot be ignored in the high speed applications. With

reasonable confidence in the plant model briefly discussed above, and detailed in [5], it is appropriate that

the control system performance be further analyzed and optimized.

The frequency response of the FES system is analyzed using control software EASY5. The

simulation has the following assumptions:

(1) All the characteristics of the magnetic bearings are identical,

(2) All the control systems and displacement sensors are the same,
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(3) Therotor dynamicsof thesystemcorrespondsto arigid bodymotion,

(4) Thereis noelectricalsaturationor timedelayin thepoweramplifier,

(5) Thereisnomagneticsaturationornonlinearityin themagneticbearings,

(6) Theresistanceof theEM coilscanbeignored,

(7) Themotor/generatorhasnoeffectson themagneticbearingsystem.

Theparametersof thecontrolsystem,displacementsensor,andpoweramplifier for one-axisof
theFESsystemarediscussedin [5].

Figure4 showsthedisplacementfrequencyresponsesof theFESsystemandits theoreticalmodel.
Bothexperimentalandsimulativeresultsshowsimilar trendswith little difference. TheFESsystemhasa
fiat displacementfrequencyresponseuntil it reachesits naturalfrequency.Thecurrentfrequency
responseof thesystemis almostconstantthroughoutthefrequencyrange. Thevoltageoutputalways
increasesasthefrequencyincreasesbut thetrendin theactualsystemslowsbeyond110Hz. Similar
conclusionscanbereachedfrom thecurrentandfrequencyresponses.

Validationof thecharacteristicsandfrequencyresponsesof themagneticbearingsystemindicate
thattherearegoodcorrelationsbetweenthetheoreticalmodelandexperimentaldata.

PARAMETER DESIGN

Theexistingcontrollerfor themagneticbearingsystemwasdesignedwith aparameterdesign
methodthatachievesdesirablegainmarginandphasemargindiscussedin theprevioussection.The
existingcontrollerprovidesastablesystemoperationup to 20,000RPM. However,themagneticbearing
systemhasair gapgrowthathigh rotatingspeedswhich causesbearingcharacteristicsto change.In this
section,anoptimal controlsystemisproposedusingH" methodand_tsynthesisto accountfor gap
growtheffectandotherplantuncertaintiesathighrotationalspeeds.Althoughtheexistingcontrollercan
achievestableperformanceatthemaximumgapgrowth,it is still desiredtohavebetterperformancewith
largerbandwidthandfastersettlingtime.

A parameterdesignmethod,proposedbyChangandHan[10],is usedto find thedesiredgain
marginandphasemarginof controlsystemswith adjustableparameters.Considera systemhavingan
openloop transferfunctionG(s) andaunit feedbackloopwith thesystemhavingadjustableparameters.
Thecharacteristicequationof thecontrolsystemcanbewritten in thefrequencydomainandexpressedin
termsof arealpart andan imaginarypart,with bothpartsequalto zero.

Fr(ja_) = F_(ot,fl,T,...,d,O,jco)=O (1)

F_(j(.o) = F_(a, fl,)',...,A,O,jo)=O (2)

Any two parameters can be solved from these equations by keeping the rest of the parameters constant.

In order to achieve the desired gain margin and phase margin of the control system, the following

three loci are drawn on the two-parameter plane.
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(1) The locus of A=l and0=0

(2) The locus of A = gain margin and 0 = 0,

(3) The locus ofA = I and 0 = phase margin.

The first locus is a boundary of marginal stability of the control system. The second locus is a boundary of

a constant gain margin and the third locus is a boundary of a constant phase margin. The enclosed region

of these three loci will satisfij the minimum gain margin and phase margin. After the parameters are

chosen, the parameters can be written as the form of circuitry components. The component values can be

found by solving a set of linear equations.

Since the gain and time constant of the zero in the control system are the two most important

parameters, they are selected using the parameter design. The two-parameter plane of the gain K and time

constant xl is plotted in Fig. 5. In order to achieve a gain margin of 4 and a phase margin of 40 °, the K and

x_ are chosen to be 1.04 and 0.0033.

The result of the parameter design was implemented in an adjustable stiffness and damping

controller developed for the magnetic bearing system. The adjustable stiffness and damping controller

allows the change in gain and zero in the electric circuit which affect bearing characteristics. The control

system design has been proven to be robust by supporting the flywheel without any failure.

OPTIMAL CONTROL

optimal control [5] offers a robust system performance by solving disturbance rejection and

plant uncertainties. The H _ control system design minimizes the H "° norm of a pre-designed closed-loop

transfer function. Because the H _"norm is the maximum singular value over all frequencies, the controller

has good performance even at worst system conditions.

For a stable control system, the H "° norm of the transfer function must be less than 1. The objective

ofa I-ff optimal control is to find a stabilizing controller K(s) such that the norm is minimized. A mixed

sensitivity design is generally used to provide a direct and effective approach for the I_ optimal control.

For a mixed sensitivity optimization problem, the objective is to find a stabilizing controller K(s) such that

the norm of the weighted sum of the sensitivity function and the complementary sensitivity function is at a
minimum.

The approach employing I.t synthesis [5] provides a robust control design by solving parameter

variations, unstructured uncertainties, and performance requirements. The la synthesis can also be used to

analyze robustness of the control system by calculating its structure singular value. The objective of the la

synthesis is to find a stabilizing controller and a diagonal scaling matrix such that a minima of a minima of

the smallest uncertainty is found. This computation requires iterative processes. The controller is

calculated using the H ® control method with a fixed scaling nature which is solved by optimization search

techniques with a fixed controller. Theoretically, the I.t synthesis controller is less conservative compared

to the I-_ optimal controller but the I-t synthesis demands more computation time and sometimes does not

converge.
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Becauseof thegapgrowth, theaveragevaluesfor thestiffnessincreasesfor theH_°optimalcontrol
design.TheweightingfunctionW_is selectedto achieveabandwidthof at least250rad/sandaradial
stiffnessof 289N/ram(1650ib/in). Theweightingfunctionisdesignedto handletheparametervariation
causedbythegapgrowthandunstructureduncertaintiesat 1000rad/s. TheH"_optimalcontrolleris solved
byusingcomputersoftwareMATLAB.

Theclosedloop frequencyresponseof theFESsystemat themaximumgapgrowth is shownin
Fig. 6, Thesystemhasafiat andsmoothresponsewith abandwidthof 1000rad/s. Thestepinput
responseof thesystemshowninFig. 7 hasanovershootof 4% andasettlingtimeof 0.003s.

An optimalcontrollerapplyingI.tsynthesiswasusedto handleparametervariationsof thestiffness
andcontrol energylimitation. ThecontrolsystemhasthesamephysicalplantastheH_ optimalcontroller
anda zeroorderof thediagonalmatrixis usedto avoida largeordercontrollerdesign.Thecontrolsystem
is designedusingMATLAB software.Thesystemhasabandwidthof 70 rad/sat themaximumgap
growth asshownin Fig. 8. Thestepinputresponseof thesystemshowninFig. 9 displaysanovershootof
9%andasettlingtimeof 0.009s.

CONCLUSION

Thecharacteristicsandfrequencyresponsesof themagneticbearingsystemobtainedfrom
modelingarecomparableto thoseobtainedexperimentally.Althoughmagneticsaturationis shownin the
bearings,therearegoodcorrelationsbetweenthetheoreticalmodelandexperimentaldata. Both
simulationandexperimentconfirmlargevariationsof themagneticbearingcharacteristicsdueto air gap
growth. Therefore,thegapgrowth effectshouldbeconsideredin themagneticbearingsystemdesign.

Themagneticbearingcontrol systemwasdesignedusingthreedifferentmethods,theparameter
design,H_optimalcontrol,andg synthesis.Becausetheexistingcontrollerusingtheparameterdesign
neverconsidersanyplantuncertainty,it hastheworstperformancewith a limitedbandwidth,a large
overshoot,andalongsettlingtime. TheH_°optimalcontrollertakesintoconsiderationtheplant
uncertainties,bandwidth,anddisturbanceattenuation,andachievesthebestperformance.However,the

optimalcontrollerrequiresvery largegainandcontrolenergy,whichmaynotbepossiblein real
applications.TheoptimalcontrollerusingI-tsynthesisconsidersparametervariationsof passivestiffness
andcurrentforcestiffnessaswell ascontrolenergylimitation. It achievesagoodperformancein
bandwidth,settlingtime,andovershoot.Althoughitsperformanceis notasgoodastheI-_ optimal
controller,it demandslessgainandcontrolenergy.
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Figure 1 - Schematic of OCCF System
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Figure 2 - Linear SISO Model of Magnetic Bearing System
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Figure 3 - Experimental Test of PM/EM Magnetic Bearing Characteristics
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